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Survey Cites Merger Benefits
(Editor's Note: This report is a summary
statement of a study conducted by the Cresap,
McCormick, and Paget management firm of
New York on the three provinces of the So
ciety of the Sacred Heart west of St Louis.
The study included Maryville, Barat San
Francisco, and San Diego Sacred Heart
colleges.
Sister Nancy Morris. CW president com
mented that "CW comes off fairly favorably
when compared with the other colleges. The
details of the unification process must wait
for the USD Board of Trustees to meet and
discuss this statement as the CW Board of
Trustees has already done. Mutual agree^
ment is essential on all of these points for
success."
*

OBSERVATIONS
The San Diego College For Women
has operated ona financially sound
basis. Competitively, the CW
possesses some unique -charac
teristics.
— It is the only Sacred Heart

college located in a major
metropolitan area in which there
are no other Catholic women's
colleges.
— It is the only Sacred Heart
college which has most of its
students taking courses at a men's
college.
— It is the only Sacred Heart
college whose classes are widely
coeducational in composition.
— As mentioned earlier, it is the
only Sacred Heart college studied
in this survey which is free of debt
to external sources, i. e., sources
other than the society itself.
— In its unified academic
program with the College for Men
it has more faculty holding doc
torate degrees than any other
Sacred Heart college included in
this survey.

The CW has sufficient physical
facilities to accommodate a sub
stantial increase in enrollment.
Although classroom scheduling
is complicated by the presence of
over-large classrooms for op
timum class size, the college has
sufficient classroom space as
measured in square feet, to ac
commodate up to 800 students.
Significant library space is also
available to accommodate ex
pansion. Residential space is
currently under-utilized.
The curriculum and general of
ferings of the CW appear to be
strengthened considerably through
its affiliation with the CM.
— Five new majors are available
to CW students: accounting,
business
administration,
economics, Latin and physics.

_ The scope of the science
offerings is considerably ex-panded.
— Similar examples of im
provements in course offerings and
faculty strength are found in
almost every academic depart
ment.
The CW and CM appear to be a
single unit in the minds of many
Catholics in the San Diego area.
— Interviews, observations ana
reports of meetings indicate that
except for alumnae and alumni,
the two schools are inextricably
entwined in the minds of clerical
and lay members of the Catholic
Church in the Diocese of San
Diego.
There is a lack of a definitive plan
outlining the future financial
commitments of the CM and the

CW to the unifications efforts.
Although the CW and CM have
very different financial procedures
and distinct differences in sources
of funds there is no financial plan
to outline the relative financial
commitments of each to the future
operations of the colleges at the
Alcala Park campus.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The society should encourage
formally the unification program
at the Alcala Park campus.
The society should indicate
clearly its intention to support the
unification efforts at the Alcala
Park campus but should do so with
the following provisions :
— It would maintain financial
autonomy for approximately three
years and would formulate a
(Continued on Pogo 3)

Riley Wins; Fee;
Revisions Passed

By Rosemary Masterson
In one of the most hotly contested elections ever held at USD, Brian
Riley has been elected president of the Associated Students.
Riley, a junior, defeated Jeff Conine by nine votes. Other officers
include John Mackey, men's vice president; Tini Gardner, corres
ponding secretary, Debbie Comfort, recording secretary, Larry Flores,
treasurer; Bob Blake, chief justice.
Riley said he intends to hold a revised provisional constitution for
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special election before the end of the refurbishing of the Lark for a
the semester to fill the vacancy in student union.
the office of women's vice
Senate Needed
president.
Regarding the election, Riley
said, "nine votes means that I
The students also approved the
must also represent the ideas of
my opponent. Jeff must have an
important place in this govern
ment. This situation also exem
plifies the need for a university
senate, the need for the ideas for
all student factions to be repre
sented. The social chairman must
operate on the advice and approv
al of the social committee."
Rosemary Masterson has been
When questioned about the
elected editor-in-chief of the Vista
status of the constitution and his
— the first girl ever to hold the
plans to restructure student gov
ernment, Riley said he wants to
position.
set up a constitution committee.
Other staff positions were an
"It is imperative that the CW is
nounced after a vote was taken by
guaranteed a good voice on this
Vista's editorial board.
committee," he said.
Riley said he is very encouraged
Other new leaders are Belita
by the approval of the student
Taylor, associate editor; Janet
union assessment fee. "This shows
Howard, news editor; Jan Gerbaz,
the bishop that students really
feature editor; Pat McCartney,
want it and are willing to make
sports editor; and Jon Connor,
sacrifices to get a student union."
layout editor. Other positions will
he said.
be filled before the semester ends.
MIDNIGHT MARCH - CM students cross Marian Way on their trek to the CW, for "Operation
Vacancy Discussed
Rebirth." Former AS president, Eric Johnson, leads the marching group in his George Wash
Riley said he is very concerned
Miss
Masterson,
20,
from
ington attire. New AS president, Brian Riley carries the victory flag.
photo by Rocky Bayless
about the vacancy in the office of
Pasadena, carries a double major
in history and English, and is women's vice president.
"We absolutely can't go through
president of the honor society She
the summer without a woman's
also has served as chairman of
Speed, as well as feature editor, vice president," he said.
The new president stressed the
news editor, and reporter for the
need for cooperation. "Everybody
Vista.
By Rosemary Masterson
is what's going to make it work,"
This is the way the year ends,
Students then dispersed to watch
Miss Taylor, 20, from Pacoima, he said. "The administration can't
This is theway the year ends.
the clock creep toward 11:30 p.m.
will be the campus correspondent ignore the student majority."
This is the way the year ends.
By Belita Taylor
Then more than 300 CM students
"Each faction on campus
for the San Diego Evening Tribune.
Not with a whimper but a bang.
USD
will
pioneer
the
first
met in the parking lot across
should have a voice, but no one
She
is
a
history
major
and
will
be
a
January Intercession to be held in
group should dominate," he said.
T. S. Eliot may not have had
the San Diego area, during the next senior in the fall. Janet Howard, 19,
The official results based on 588
Operation Rebirth in mind when he from the Knights of Columbus Li school year, according to Sister from Point Loma, will be the
votes cast as tabulated by the
penned the concluding verse to his
brary. They marched Zulu style
Sally Furay, CW, dean of stu campus correspondent for the San
election committee are as follows:
Diego Union.
down to the CW, unlocked the
poem "The Hollow Men."
dents.
front door, and stormed the
(Cantinua4 on Pago 4)
from Jan. 5, to Jan. 28.
Anyone wishing to work for the
But
these
somewhat dorms with Eric "Stormin Nor
The new educational program is Vista should contact one of the
paraphrased lines perhaps best man" Johnson in the lead
designed to be an innovative and editors now, or early in September.
described
the
activities
creative period where students will All students are invited and urged
surrounding the evening of May 8.
Upstairs, the girls were waiting. be able to take classes unavailable to join the staff.
The activities started with a
The phalanx of men came during a regular school year.
Several weeks ago there was a
The program will present three
meeting closed to administration
through like a tornado, sweeping
fire at Hillcrest Publishers, which
unit
offerings.
The
approximate
and faculty. The CW Theater was
girls and undergarments in their
has printed the Vista in recent past
packed with students who did not
wake. Brawny bouncers trailed to cost of the Intercession will be $45
years. The Vista, as a result, was
per
unit,
including
fees.
The
know exactly why the meeting was
insure that no one was left behind
forced to change publishers for the
called. They were advised to be
program will be completely op
— or stayed behind.
final two editions this semester.
there and they were there. Eric
tional to both students and faculty.
Johnson, outfitted in a George
Commenting on the proposed
Notwithstanding the shock and
The participating students then
Washington costume, conducted
marched to the Lark for a dance program, Sister Furay says, "It is sadness of the fire, we've begun to
the meeting.
about
"the
un
that lasted until 2 a. m. Students not at all the purpose of the In speculate
then returned to their dorms. tercession to kaleidoscope or determined cause" that started it.
After noting the great advances
Operation Rebirth was over. sandwich the usual semester Maybe it was all those inflamatory
that have been made in the area
Mission impossible had been ac course into a breathless three and stories, scorching editorials, in
of student power and student
complished — with very little a half weeks. Rather, this is a cendiary comments, fiery letters,
government during the last two
damage
and
considerable unique opportunity for educational and burning issues the Vista
years, Johnson led the audience in
exhiliaration. One student best experimentation, for the creation
a pep rally in which each side tried
contains. A roomful of hot items like
to yell "RF"! the loudest. He also summed up the evening's activities of short courses, scientific
that is bound to cause spontaneous
by exclaiming "What a way to end research
opportunities,and combustion.
explained the strategy for
the year!"
Brian Riley
Operation Rebirth.
community projects..."
Sean Hughes

University
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Vista Names
First Coed
As Editor

George Washington Leads
Midnight Storm Troopers

USD Plans
Bold New
Program
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Sean Hughes

Attendance Policy Hit
Learning cannot occur without motivation, according to the experts.
USD has decided in the past to motivate students to attend class by
establishing a limit of cuts permitted before the student is penalized
academically.
But is attendance the ingredient that motivates students? After taking
a quick look at my fellow students, 1 think not. Some students are able to
learn a course's material easily while attending only half the classes.
Other students attend all classes, grab refreshing 50-minute naps, and
learn little. The answer lies in the motivation.
Motivation should come from within. If a student wants to learn, if the
course is at all interesting, of if the teacher instills interest in his
students, then the student will attend class and benefit. If any of these
factors are missing, the student's learning may be seriously hampered.
A student's interest, not his presence, isfavorable to learning.
But many teachers hide behind the mandatory attendance rule. Making
no effort to interest students, they presume the students will learn by
some form of osmosis.
Other teachers arbitrarily set up their own limits to further encourage
attendance. One professor allows no cuts in one of his lower division
courses, other than medical and excused absences. Last semester the
same professor flunked a good student for missing over the school's
prescribed limit erf cuts. This semester the professor has promised a
student a failing mark for missing six classes, this in a four-unit course.
(2 times 4 equals 8)
These instances raise serious questions in my mind concerning the
value of a mandatory attendance rule. Is it fair that a student should fail
because he missed too many classes? Is it fair that one teacher wants
students to come to class only if they're interested and another teacher to
demand no absences? A long look is needed at the injustices and
irregularities of the present code.
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Pat McCartney

Student Art Board Needed
Art plays a very important role on the USD campus. Its architecture,
furnishings, and landscaping reflect a veneration for the artistic and the
beautiful. Both the libraries have sponsored art exhibits this year. The
CW library had an extensive exhibit on Spanish art while the Knights of
Columbus Library has sponsored a wide variety of exhibits from stitchery to sculpture to surrealism.
But nowhere on campus can there be found student art. And yet the
student artists do have a worthwhile contribution to make if their work in
publications on campus is any indication.
I propose that a student art board be set up to select and exhibit student
art in the CW cafeteria, the student union, and the CW lounge. These are
the places where the students congregate. The atmosphere should reflect
their artistic self expression.
This board would be made up of art teachers and art students. They
would select the best works from those submitted and would see that they
are exhibited properly kind of a Pequod on Plaster. In this way student
art and student artists would receive the recognition that they deserve
and merit.
Rosemary Masterson

Sale of Textbooks Urged
One of the most welcomed changes this year has been the establish
ment of a single bookstore for the campus. Those in charge of the
bookstore should be congratulated for the work they have contributed to
make this important service efficient and hopefully, profitable.
To increase its efficiency and its profits, I think it is imperative that
used books be available in the bookstore next year. Everyone knows that
in September a large contingent of students undertake a semesterly
exodus to the bookstores at surrounding colleges to purchase used books.
While there, they often buy new books and supplies.
That semesterly exodus is inconvenient for the students. Furthermore,
it costs the USD bookstore money. At the end of the semester, the
management has a large surplus of books it must mail back to the
publishers.
If students could be assured that they no longer have to scan cluttered
bulletin boards for used texts, our bookstore would not make it necessary
and profitable for the students to take their patronage, books, and money
to other college bookstores.
Rosemary Masterson

CW Art Criticized
Sir:
Judging from the halls of the CW, there appears to be a period in art
when the male species was near extinction. It also appears that there is
some diabolical person somewhere running off copies of each painting at
amazing speed. No sooner have you obliterated the memory of one of the
paintings, tlian you are faced with it again. But if you are planning to
destroy the copy of your choice, as seems to have been the plan with the
lounge, forget it! I assure you they have another reproduction waiting
anxiously to take its place.
There is an alternative plan that can cure the situation. I propose this
plan to be a joint effort; sort of a group therapy of artistic endeavor.
Air those hidden frustrations. Send an encouraging note to your
favorite art student. Try out those cute binder paper doodles on a canvas.
Release your hostilities with a chisel and a block of stone. Petition the
support of all those thwarted Picassos you know. Send a clay ash tray to
someone you love today, and help in making the CW the artistic college of
your choice.
Tari Erwin

Annual Staff
Cites Regret
Sir:
It is with a slight touch of sad
ness that the undersigned are
waiting for this year's Alcala.
Early in the year, the yearbook
staff was riddled with dissension
and turmoil, and after a stormy
session of charge and counter
charge, the editors promised to
improve- communication and
delegate responsibilities to the
staff.
Since that date only several
people have been asked to con
tribute to the Alcala, with the
majority of the staff estranged,
including those who were willing to
work under any conditions. As a
result, the Alcala is the sole work
of only a few students.

L+i
Uimi-rvit*) of Sin oiiyo
Seem Hughes
Rosemary Masterson
Belita Taylor
Pat McCartney
Janet Howard
Jon Connor
Pat Canova
Jan Gerbaz, Esteban Ruvalcaba, Tari Erwin
Dennis Dorney
Bill Thomas

Editor
News Editor
Page Design
Sports Editor
Feature Editor
Photo Editor
Photographers
Reporters
Business Manager
Moderator

It is with sadness and regret
then that we, the nominal staff of
the Alcala, disclaim any credit or
responsibility for this year's
Alcala. We hope for everybody's
sake that it is a fine yearbook, but
we wish that we could have taken
part.
Pat Bassett, Pat Gahagan,
Stephanie Hamilton, Gary Kurutz,
Patrick McCartney, M. Morrow,
Pat Cobb, Jane McGillicuddy,
Rosanne McGillicuddy, Donata
Luberski, Cathy Gaffney, and
Jeannie Hartman.

'Pa/wntb
By Dr. Ernest N. Morin

(With apologies to Henry Gibson)
Parents are really people
They think different
They dress different
They eat different
They drink different
They even love different
When parents were young, they
were just like you
And when you are old, you will
be just like them.

Bye 'Til Fall

It is possible for some to go away
to school, meet new people, make
friends, stick around for three or
four years, and then go back home.
And through they may have
learned history, philosophy,
literature, French, and science — a
considerable task — they often
have learned nothing about
themselves, or life. There is much
more to college than textbooks.
The subject I have studied most
is myself. And after three years
here, I know myself, inside and
out. I kon't know how I'm going to
spend my life; there is too much
accident and chance involved to
decide very much. And I still have
lots to learn. But I know myself:
my likes, dislikes, capabilities,
good points, bad points, and
philosophy of life.
I have learned to think, and to
respect my mind. I have filled my
head with so many ideas that, if I
live another 50 years, I can only
hope to accomplish a portion of
them. I have learned that reading,
being informed, following the
media closely, and keeping in tune
with the world are imperative. I
have learned that nothing is bad, in
and of itself; but that anything can
be used improperly, impractically,
immorally, and intemperately.
And I have learned, despite the
teachings of the western world,
that sex, drugs, freethinking, and
non-conformism are not evil
practices to be feared, shunned,
and hated.

We live in a real world, folks, and
every succeeding generation says
so, louder and louder. Dream time
is over. The only way to end war,
stop international bitterness,
reduce poverty and suffering, and
be happy, is to wake up to the real
world, tomorrow morning. We are
governed by nature and necessity,
not by systems or intangible vir
tues. Therefore we should simply
be natural, flow with nature, not
harm anyone else, and follow the
example and teachings of humans
we respect.
Through love and friendships, I
have learned a great deal about
unhappiness and profound sorrow.
Camus says it well: "Relations
with other people always help us to
carry on because they suppose
developments, a future — and also
because we live as if our only
purpose were to have relations
with human beings. But the days
when we become aware that this is
not our only purpose, when we
realize that our will alone keeps
those human beings attached to us
(stop writing or speaking, isolate
yourself, and you will see them
melt around you), that in reality
most of them have their backs
turned, (not through malice, but
through indifference), and that the
remainder always have the
possibility of becoming interested
in something else...then the world
returns to its night and we to that
great cold from which human
affection drew us for a moment."

But I also have learned to accept
myself, accept the world, and I
think I will alwys be happy. In the
words of D. H. Lawrence: "For
One last communication.
Brothers, sisters of the free man, the vast marvel is to be
spirit, the year began yesterday alive...Whatever the unborn and
the dead may know, they cannot
when we touched. Sharing the hill,
sharing the school, sharing the know the beauty, the marvel of
point, sharing the garden, and being alive in the flesh, and part of
the living, incarnate cosmos. I am
assorted fun-filled activities. In
part of the sun as my eye is part of
and out, we are still becoming. To
me...my soul knows that I am part
those who know, those among the
of the human race. There is
men and wemen of clearlight, and
nothing of me that is alive and
those who don't know that they do
know, I say goodbye. Hello. Care. absolute except my mind, and...the
Joy. In the summer and beyond. mind has no existence by itself, it is
only a glitter of the sun on the
John Donovan surface of the waters."
Sir:
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Study Center Offers
Help for Students
By Steve Ruvalcaba
The Clarence L. Steber
memorial Educational Develop
ment Center makes no guarantees,
but it could help triple your reading
speed and increase your com
prehension.
This complex of four offices and
three workrooms, located in the
northwest corner of the third floor
of the CM, has undergone ex
tensive growth in a little more than
two years.

BACK TO EARTH - Lt. Col. William Anders, one of the three men to first orbit the moon last
Christmas Eve, is shown here with his wife Valerie and their five children. From left. Eric, 4;
Anders; Gregory, 6; Mrs. Anders; Gail, 8; Glen, 10 and Allen, 12. Anders will speak on June 1 at
the combined commencement ceremonies of USD's College for Men, College for Women, and
School of Law in the Civic Theater.

Award Programs Have Speakers
Astronaut in a Whirl
Journey
by Rosemary Masterson

training and his Catholic faith have
While most USD seniors are been "very influential" in his
taking finals and making last- career.
minute
arrangements
for
Anders, 36, now resides in
graduation, their commencement Seabrook, Texas, near Houston,
speaker is receiving awards for his with his wife and their five children
flight around the moon.
— Allen, 12; Glen, 11; Gail, 8;
Lt. Col. William Anders, who will Greg, 7; and Eric, 4.
speak at graduation ceremony,
received the Collier Award last
week
for exceptional and
meritorious service in the field of
aeronautics and astronautics.
(continued from page 1)
Anders, who spent his childhood
in the the San Diego area, attended detailed financial plan.
Grossmont High School and was
— It would seek to unify
graduated from Boyden Prep. He
programs on a two-stage basis
received an apointment to the
beginning with the CM and placing
Naval
Academy
and
was
less emphasis on unification with
graduated in 1955.
the School of Law, since the
Soon after graduation, he
professional
school
differs
married Valerie Hoard, a graduate essentially in type from the other
two schools.
of Helix High and a native of
Lemon Grove. He then joined the The CW and CM should begin
Air Force and became involved in immediately to develop a joint
the space program in 1963.
financial forecast. The CW should
Apollo 8 was his first flight. He seek to unify its programs with the
was a member of the backup crew
other two campus units on a twoon Gemini 11 and is a backup stage basis.
member of the Apollo 11 which is
In the first stage, the CW should
scheduled to land on the moon in emphasize the unification of its
July.
programs with the CM. After this is
In his spare time, Ander enjoys accomplished, possible areas of
water skiing, sailing, and fishing accommodation with the School of
among his hobbies. But according Law should be explored. This
to his parents, Lt.Cmdr., USN, suggestion implies that the com
Ret., and Mrs. Arthur Anders who position or organization of the
live on Mt. Helix, Anders has lit development of such a system with
tle time to himself.
the CM. The need for timely in
"He's very busy getting ready formation in summary form is
for his next flight and receiving especially important during the
awards for his work," his mother unification process to measure the
said She said his Boy Scout actual commitments of the College,

ReportCited

To Victory

The team that has the farthest to
go might also be the winningest, if
last weekend's Western Univer
sities Forensic Invitational
Championships could be called a
test case.
USD's debate teams traveled
more miles than 19 other schools to
the Ashland, Ore. contest, which
was held at the University of
Southern Oregon.
Besides receiving a special
certificate for their milage, the
teams placed second and third in
competition with 169 other teams.
In individual events, Tom Belleperche placed third in afterdinner speeches with his humorous
entry on President Nixon.
Steve Maddox and Belleperche
placed second in debate, after
losing their final round to the
University of Nevada. Jim
Staunton and Tom Westphal took
third place by losing to the
University of Oregon. Staunton's
and Westphal's only loss during the
semifinals was to the University of
Nevada.

Second — The Professional
Exploration Program is another
heavily used EDC service. It helps
a student select a major by
discovering his aptitudes and in
terests.

Third
—
The
Learning
Laboratory. It is an entirely selfinstructional program still in its
own stage of development. It will
eventually allow a good student to
study a subject on his own, then
test himself for regular college.
Fourth — The Efficient Study
The center
was
largely
established on a $17,000 grant from Program is designed to help
Steber, a retired midwest in students develop effective, ef
dustrialist, who now lives in La ficient study habits. The program,
when fully operative, will run from
Jolla.
In its first year 275 persons used one to three weeks. It will be a
the EDC, while in the first six concentrated program directed by
months this year 765 persons have Schurr.
Fifth — The Counseling Program
enrolled. More than 1,000 persons
are expected to use the center by allows students to consult full-time
staff psychologists.
the end of the year.
During the fall semester the
Staff Listed
The EDC is headed by Dr. EDC was offered a Time-Life Corp.
Gerald Sperrazzo, a
Ph.d grant to develop a program for
disadvantaged students from
psychologist. Other EDC staff
members are Roland K. Phelps, a Logan Heights. The project lasted
staff psychologist; assistant Prof. nine weeks, one hour per day, five
Wilson E. Schurr, a reading skills days per week. It was divided into
three parts — reading im
expert; Prof. Lawrence H. Conrad,
a communications skills expert, provement, communications
and Mrs. Barrow, a secretary- skills, and group counseling.
Report Prepared
receptionist.
The Logan Heights Boys Club
The EDC is designed to help
students become more efficient provided 20 students. Ten students
and has devised five programs went through the program and 10
didn't. The students were tested at
toward this end:
First — The Reading Efficiency the beginning and at the end of the
Laboratory. This is the most program. A report has been sent to
popular of the EDC programs. Time-Life. "Hopefully," Sperraztfo
Since its inception in February said, "Time-Life will expand the
1968, it has attracted 140 students project to include more area
youths."
and teachers.
Asked to summarize his opinions
The average reading speed of
of the EDC, and the objectives of
students in the course is increased
the center, Sperrazzo said : "This
from 260 to 600 or 700 words per
minute, with comprehension in is a very bold idea in terms of
crease of from 72 to 75 per cent. centers for university settings.
The program achieves its results Most centers of this kind operate
through the use of two machines — on the assumption that they ought
the Ti-Scope, which helps increase to become involved
when
peripheral vision and the reading- something goes wrong with a
pacer, which controls the reading student.
speed.
"Our point of view is quite
contrary. It is a very positive point
Progress Noted
A student taking the course of view in the sense that we are not
would, after initial instruction, use exclusively concerned with the 10
per cent of the students with whom
the reading-pacer to read novels of
varing difficulty and would use the something has gone wrong. We are
Ti-Scope to identify numbers of very much concerned with the 90
per cent of the students who are
from four to seven digits in 1-50 of a
doing well, but who could be doing
second.
The program is now being better. In that respect this center is
opened to students from the other very different from traditional
local colleges. During the summer counseling centers in other
it will be available to college-bound universities, and we're very proud
of that."
high school graduates.

The debate topic was student
activities on college campuses.
The contest marked the first
time a USD team had ever ven
tured into Oregon. Richard Lott,
speech team coach, said the teams
were "very well received."

Bubas Big Business for Jones
By Jon Connor

Amid the tortillas and tacos of
Fiesta 200 in Old Town is the bubacarrying House of Africa. A buba,
according to proprietor Leonard

Leonard Jones

Jones, is a traditional African
shirt.
Jones is a junior transfer student
at tlie CM. He originally lived in
New Jersey, but now makes his
home in San Diego. He is majoring
in speech and running his business
Tlie House of Africa is designed
to be a cultural exchange medium,
between the black man in America
and tlie black man in Africa. The
shop carries African and AfroAmerican clothing, books, music,
yardage and jewelry. Paintings
and sculpture by local black artists
are displayed and sold.
"The shop is a good outlet for
young artists," says Jones, "We
have works by a young man who is
doing time. When he gets out he
has an art career to turn to."
Cultural, sociological and
economic gains are important to
Jones. He places, however,
economics last.
"We are operating in the red
right now, but I think it is im

portant for me to stay open"
believes Jones.
He has managed to employ
several high school and college
students in both the production
and sales of products.
The business is wholly subsidized
by Jones, the first and only in
vestor. There was no outside
capital involved and Jones built the
business on a unit by unit basis.
He explains, "It all started
when I tried to buy a buba in San
Diego, and couldn't find one. I
realized that there was a need for
such a venture, so I bought tliree
bubas, sold them and bought four
more, that is how I built the
business.
Jones gets the majority of his
merchandise from Bootstrap In
dustries, a black self-help com
pany in Watts. The House of Africa
is located at 2602 Imperial Ave. ,
and now lias a branch in the Bazar
Pico Patio area of the Old Town
Fiesta.

ATTENTION, WHIRLYBIRD OVERHEAD — USD students and faculty
watch as a helicopter flies over the CW patio. The helicopter
set an endurance record aloft to commemorate the 200th anni
versary of San Diego, the 20th anniversaries of radio-TV sta
tions KFMB. and Pacific Southwest Airlines. It's also USD's
20th anniversary.
Photo by Rocky Bayless
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Dr. Gerald N. Estberg, chair
man of the CM physics department
attended a meeting of the
American Physical Society in
Washington, D. C., last Mon.
through Thurs. Estberg also at
tended a concurrent meeting of the
Division of Atomic Physics.

FLOOR PIAN

SCA^E
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PARLOR SKETCH — The above sketch shows the parlor southwest scheme. The room will combine sleek modern furniture with
of the CW portry, as it will look next September. Featuring some classical pieces from the CW's collection. Sofas, a piano,
three burgundy red carpets, the parlor will be three living coffee tables and a game table will complete the setting. The
rooms that can be used together or for separate gatherings. parlor will be a more comfortable place for dates and parents
Other accents of blue and a little green finish the color to wait.

Outgoing AS President
Cites Successes, Failures
(Eric Johnson, outgoing AS
President, submitted the following
statements in an interview with
Rosemary Masterson, news editor
of the Vista.

What have been the outstanding
successes of your administration?

"I would say that the merger and
the student union have been the
outstanding accomplishments of
this year. The merger gave the
students power we did not have
before; it forces the ad
ministrations to get together so
they can administrate to us con
sistently.
The administration should help
to enforce the student union fee
since the students have shown that
they want it. The student govern
ment is powerless to collect the fee.
What have been the most glaring
failures of your administration?

This has been a very bad year
financially. We lost money where
we should not have lost money.
However, this was not the fault of
any one person
Socially, we have not had
too many social functions. The
student union will help to alleviate
the need for planned social func
tions. We should keep in mind that
Bill Davila has netted the school
$20,000 in this 2Vi> years of working
in student government.
Communication has also been a
problem this year. Some of the
students do not trust us. They think
we make decisions based on
political and selfish motives. This
is simply not true. We have tried to
alleviate this problem through the
weekly publication of the Speed
newsletters. But we cant make the
students read it.
Could you name those people
who have been the most helpful
and those who have been the least
helpful?

"I had the best set of officers
since I've been here. All of them
woked hard. I would especially
thank Ray Sherman, Carey Reid,
Greg Vinciguerra, Lorry Kennedy,
Father Phillips, Jim Murphy,
Richard Davis and Bill Davila. I
know I've forgotten some people
here.
If I had to do it over, I would have
Sean Hughes get a different
moderator for the Vista or not have
a moderator. Dr. Martin and Sister
Furey run both schools. They are
good on facts but they never
question their assumptions.
What do you think has been the
significant result of your ad
ministration?

It shows that the students can
and must contribute to USD's
growth. If there is no pressure
from the students for change, the
administration will not take the
lead to change.
Do you have any suggestions that
you feel would improve USD?

I think the biggest move for the

best would be hiring professional
administrators who are worth
$60,000. They should be paid
$60,000. The school should seek to
educate not train. A university is
supposed to seek truth, not impose
artifical moral values. It should
not try to impose how we should
act or tell us how to run our
government. By doing these
things, they are turning off people
who can grow in their own direc
tion
If a professional man was hired,
he should get enough money to just
do his job. He should be con
centrating on a master plan where
the school is heading. It should be a
full-time job 18 hours a day, 6 days
a week. The big story here is
students growing up. That's
essential until professional ad
ministrators are hired.
What do you think
positive aspects here?

are

the

"This school, because of its size,
has a lot of personality. You meet
groovy people here and you get to
know them. Unfortunately, most of
them are on their way out — for
example, Dr. Spanis and Sister
Brownlow. They are examples of
what we should be coming to school
here for.
A professional administrator
would encourage, not fire, people
like these two. The trouble here is
that the two presidents have too
little power and the two academic
deans have too little integrity.
What will you remember most
about this school and this year?

I received a personal education
as AS president. It serves to define
weaknesses and strengths. Among
the poeple who have educated me
most are Dr. Spanis, Father
Phillips, and Sister Brownlow.
I will be interested to see if USD
fulfills its potential. I would like
to thank everyone for giving me a
chance. I was able to do most of the
things I wanted to do. The merger
was radical but the students
supported it. I had a very good ASB
student body compared with last
year. The students have at least
begun to stand up and think about
things independently.

307Prepare
To Graduate
USD will hold commencement
activities for 307 graduates on June
1 at 3 p.m. This figure includes 130
CM graduates, 60 CW graduates
and 117 law school graduates.
The commencement speaker will
be Air Force Lt. Col. William A.
Anders, a member of the Apollo 11
crew that circled the moon in
December. He also will receive an
honorary doctor of science degree.

Brian will get a lot of things
done. He will be a very strong
president. I hope people will give
him a chance. He gives others a
chance.

Scholars
Honored
In Rites
Dr. Anita Figueredo, M.D. will
be the feature speaker at USD's
first joint Honors Convocation,
today, May 16, at 10:30 a.m. in the
College for Women theatre.
Dr. Figueredo is a graduate of
Manhattanville College and the
Long Island College of Medicine.
She was Medical Woman of the
Year in 1954, and holds many other
honors. She is a member of the
American Medical Association,
and numerous other organizztions.
She practices medicine in La Jolla.
She is also a trustee of the CW.
Both colleges will acknowledge
students with the highest academic
averages of each class. From the
CW the highest gpa's are held by:
Pat Baker, senior; Lynn Anderson,
Junior;
Patricia
Rotramel,
sophomore, and Maria Andrade, a
freshman.
At the CM the highest gpa
awards go to: Edwin C. Iliff,
senior; Robert McClure, junior;
Patrick McCarthy, sophomore,
and Michael Herndon, Paul
Poganis, and Michael Turelli, all
freshmen.
Each college also awards
departmental honors to the student
who has a 3.5 gpa or above in all
upper division work in their major.
The students being so awarded
this year are: Art, Margaret
Wollitz; biology, Eleanor Blakely
and Carmen Slate; history,
Patricia Baker; Italian, Clara
Maruca;
political
science,
Christine Schanes; and Spanish,
Charmeian Jo Moriarty and
Johanna Vetcher.
At the CM the honors go to:
History, George Rahe, Ray
Sherman, and Pete Treadwell;
biology, Edwin Iliff, Richard
Davis, Eric Johnson, and Kim
Ranbarger; English, Paul Ried
and John Kennedy; Spanish,
James Hylton and Pete Treadwell;
sociology, William Reid; political
science, Jose Flores, Ray Sher
man. Gregory Vinciguerra, Charles
Williams and Bill Youmans;
business, Tim Doyle, Richard
Knott, and James Sheil, and
psychology, John Beckman and
Stephen Diaz.
All other awards will be an
nounced at the program.

Mod Look
Prepared
For Parlor
By JanGerbaz

The administration thinks it's
handsome, the man responsible
for it calls it groovy, but CW
students will have to wait until
September for their appraisal.
"It" is otherwise known as a
Spanish-modern look that the CW
is preparing for the parlor south
west of the portry. The project
marks a departure from the CW's
usual tapestried walls and the
strict use of 18th or 19th Century
furniture.
Walter Broderick A. I. D. and
Associates of Grossmont is the
consulting interior decorator.
Designer Robert Gordon Magruder
A. I. D. has selected a red and blue
color scheme, as well as a blending
if antique and contemporary
pieces.
Plans Described

In a Vista interview, Magruder
described the plans as "practical
and groovy. I wanted to make the
room versatile by having the ac
tivity varied," he said. "For in
stance, students can meet their
dates or parents, or nuns can meet
there.
The parlor is divided into three
separate areas, so activity can be
integrated into one group or in
each of the areas. It's an eclectic
plan, since it joins several styles by
using traditional and con
temporary pieces — such as metal
table tops and steel legs.. .1 think
it'll turn the students on."
Plans also include three
burgundy red carpets, a piano,
sofas, coffee tables, and a game
table.
Expenses will be offset by the
proceeds from the Sacred Heart's
antique sale. And many of the
furnishings will be from the CW's
own classical collection.
Space Important

"We're trying to make the room
a little more livable and func
tional," said Sister Nancy Morris,
CW president. "It was always a
beautiful room, but it's not used
now. And space is at a premium."
Although designed as an in
formal meeting place, the parlor
also is expected to benefit the CW
students' dates. "They'll no longer
have to sit in those straight-backed
chairs," said Sister Morris.
The Spanish modern motif was
selected since it was so har
monious with the CW's ar
chitecture.
"It's a very handsome room,"
Sister Morris said. "It's very
exciting, and we hope both the men
and women will appreciate it."

Dr. Ray H. White, CM assistant
professor, has been appointed
visiting associate professor at
Columbia University.
White will teach a physics course
on electromagnetic theory during
the summer session, returning to
USD for the fall term...Sister
Agnes Murphy, CW professor of
history, was the featured speaker
at the meeting of the San Diego
chapter of the Sierra Club April 18.
Sister Murphy talked on Father
Junipero Serra, founder of the first
mission in California....
Dr. Donald B. Peterson, CM
department of chemistry chair
man, has been appointed visiting
research associate to the Radiation
Laboratory at the University of
Notre Dame. His appointment will
begin June 1 and continue to
August 31.
At Notre Dame Dr. Peterson will
continue his studies of energy
transfer involving electronic states
of
saturated
hydrocarbon
produced in vacuum-ultraviolet
photolysis.
Dr. Peterson, an associate
professor at USD, earned his BS at
Pennsylvania State University, his
MS and Ph.D. at Carnegie Institute
of Technology.
Dr. Peterson was named a
Fellow of the American Institute of
Chemists earlier this year in
recognition of his contribution to
the chemical profession....
A USD School of Law graduate
has been appointed administrative
assistant to Assembleyman on
Mulford R-Oakland, chairman of
the Majority Caucus.
Christopher Lee, 25, was editor
of the USD School of Law's
newspaper, "Woolsack," and
graduated in 1968.
John F. Kennedy, a USD senior,
has been named to the honorable
mention list of 1969 Canforth
Graduate Fellows.
Kennedy was among 350 seniors
and recent graduates interviewed
by the Danforth Foundation.
Approximately 2,000 students were
nominated for the fellowships.
The director of the Danforth
Graduate Fellowship Program
said those on the honorable mention
list have outstanding qualifications
but the foundation offers only a
limited
number
of
new
fellowships....
Pat Curley, USD's homecoming
queen, will also reign over the
Knights of Columbus Barbecue
festival here on June 22. The annual
event raises funds for the CM
Library...
Two USD faculty members have
been elected to administrative
positions in the Association of
Science Teachers of Catholic
Schools (ACTS).
Edward Warren, an assistant
professor of physics, will serve as
chairman of the ACTS committee
for grant requests. The Rev.
Benjamin Carrier, biologist and
chaplain, was elected vice
president for biology.
"In addition to improving the
relations between the faculties of
the member schools," Warren
said, "ACTS will seek to improve
the coordination of curricula
between the members. The first
job ACTS has set upon is the
pooling of purchase orders and
centralized
purchasing
for
member schools and setting up and
equipment pool and exchange
delivery service."
The association is formed of the
13 high schools in the San Diego
Diocese, which includes Riverside,
San Bernardino and Imperial
Counties, and the two un
dergraduate colleges of USD.
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of tliat roar which lies on the other side of silence. As it is, the quickest of
us walk about well wadded with stupidity." And there is one more
provision in my philosophy which always keeps me happy: Cuando una
puerta se cierra, obra se abre *.
Vista: Which means?
Hughes: When one door closes, another one opens.
Vista: What are you searching for in life?
Vista: First of all, sir, where were you born?
Hughes: Primarily, a good hashish contact. And there are two questions I
Hughes: I was born (a) in a trunk in the Princess Theater, (b) in a log
cabin, (c) in a cave near Bethlehem, (d) Hollywood, California, (e) none
would like to have answered before I die.
of the above. Take your choice.
Vista: And they are?
Hughes: Whatever happened to'the law west of the Pecos? and where do
Vista: Can you tell us something about your background and early life?
pencils go?
Hughes: I'm Irish; my family has always been in Show Business; I like
Vista: Earlier in this conversation, you spoke of the Catholic church.
books, music, white wine, parades, attractive women, and people who
How do you think the church could attract more followers?
make me laugh; and I have always wanted to be a midget.
Hughes: Two things: start using Latin, ornate vestments, Gregorian
Vista; Why?
cliant, and organ at masses again. People liked that a lot better than
Hughes: Why not?
Vista: As a newspaper editor, what have you learned about the American English, priests wearing street clothes, and six high school kids playing
guitar.
people?
Vista: What is the second change?
Hughes: They don't read enough, they sacrifice individuality to The
Hughes: They should adopt a motto: All tlie way with Yahweh!
Latest Fad, and while everyone appears to be brimful of common sense,
Vista: Very good. Listen, it's getting kind of late, and this is a pretty
very few possess artistic or creative discrimination. Conformity is the
boring article, really, so why don't we call it a day?
liighest standard, and this produces bland citizens, conservative politics,
Hughes: Right. But how about some quick word games before we finish
and generally ugly cities.
up?
Vista: Does this bother you?
Hughes:Notany more. For the past two years, I've devoted my attention Vista: Good idea. Til ask you the questions. Do you watch television very
much?
to more esoteric problems and worries.
Hughes: Off and on.
Vista: Such as?
Vista: If you fall, asleep watching television, what is the condition of your
Hughes: It worries me tliat, so far, few wolf children have been
autlienticated; that only 10 per cent of the 850 persons in Vatican City are set tlie next morning?
Hughes: On, often.
women; tliat tlie world has been at complete peace only 8 per cent of the
Vista: If a bird lived between the window and the roof of your house,
time during recorded liistory; that the president of the Pet Bird Society of
wliere would its nest most probably be located?
Great Britain is actually named Randolph Wren; that Jacksonville,
Florida, is on the same latitude as Cairo, Egypt; and the word "hocus- Hughes: In tlie awning.
Vista: Do you want to play this word game any longer?
pocus" originated with a Scandanavian magician whose name, believe it
Hughes: (Yawn)
or not, was Ochus-Bochus.
Vista: Well, that's about it. Any last words of advice for Vista readers?
Vista: And you have no worries about this country whatsoever?
Hughes: My advice is applicable for premiers and poor people, educated
Hughes: Wrong. I'm very concerned about America's rice industry. Rice
and ignorant, black and white, U and non-U, healthy and sick, hipsters
lias been growing in the United States for 280 years, since the first seeds
were left in Charleston, South Carolina, by a ship from Madagascar. and squares, and in short, everybody in the world. I think everyone
What I want to know is: where are all the rice paddies?
Vista: That's a good question. While I'm thinking about it, describe
yourself in one word.
Hughes: Eclectic. I am interested in the universe and all related topics,
especially the people, places, and items that are often overlooked.
Vista: Who are some overlooked people
Hughes: CharlesSteinmetz, Mad King Ludwig of Bavaria; KenNordine;
Robert Benchley ; Saint Leo IV, who is credited with the invention of
weathercocks and who, during his pontificate, installed a 126 pound bronze
cock on the tower of St. Peter's; and the man who discovered vitamins,
Dr. Casimir Funk.Vista: Casimir Who?
Hughes: Funk. F-U-N-K. F as in Farouk. U as in Urdu. N as in
Neoplatonism. K as in Kyrie eleison.
Vista: Tliank you.
Hughes: Two places that are often forgotten are Selma, California, which
claims to be the raisin capital of the world; and Finland, which is seldom
on anyone's mind these days.
Vista: By the way, can you say "I slit a sheet, a sheet I slit, upon a slitted
sheet I sit," ten times, quickly?Hughes: I'm afraid not.
Vista: Just checking. What is your religion, sir?
Hughes: I was baptized into the Catholic church, and professed tliat faith
until a year ago. I am now what is commonly called a fallen away
Catholic.
Vista: What prompted your decision.
Hughes: Lenny Bruce once said, "Everyday, more and more people are
leaving the Church and turning to God." I think that the truly religious
man is tlie man who is concerned.
Vista: Are you concerned?
Hughes: Thou hast said it.
Vista: What are you concerned about?
Hughes: Men, women, children, animals, fruit, war, death, life, love, sex,
drugs, the human mind, the state of the nation, ants, the Royal Ballet,
Jirai Hendrix, Bartok, Stravinsky, Money, poverty, noise, peace, the
sea, and people with linonophobia, among other things.
Vista: What is linophobia?
Hughes: The fear of string.
Vista: I see. Mr. Hughes, you often refer to things as "the greatest."
What is the greatest head|ine you have ever seen.
Hughes: It appeared in section 1 of the Los Angeles Times on Friday,
April 29,1966. It read: "Tests Show House Fly Is An Idiot."
should know his own mind, have a tolerance for ambiguity, and listen as
Vista: What is tlie greatest phrase you have ever heard?
well as hear. And we had all better learn to deal with chaos.
Hughes: "Girl gangs of cycling thrill-seekers."
Vista: Why?
Vista: What is tlie grea test sound in the world?
Hughes: Because Nietzsche said: "Out of chaos comes the dancing star,"
Hughes: That's a two-way tie., The sound of cars screeching, skidding,
and I think he was right. There's a prize in every box of-Cracker Jacks,
and finally crashing is pretty good. But I also like the sound of lots of people
you know.
tap-dancing, just a little bit out of step.
Vista: Two final questions that are near and dear to the heart of college
Vista: Who is tlie greatest man of all time?
students throughout this country. First, do you plan on going into the
Hughes: Anotlier tie. I can't decide between James Joyce and Bela
military service.
Lugosi.
Hughes: As Eyore said in Winnie the Poo.. "We can't all, and some of us
Vista: Who are the greatest comedians?
don't."
Hughes: For a long time, it was Laurel and Hardy. At the moment, it is
Vista: Do you think, as many young people do, tliat LSD is the answer.
Peter Cook and Dudley Moore.
Hughes: Is there any question?
Vista: What is tlie greatest name you've heard.
Vista: Thank you.
Hughes: X Cosse, who is Johnny Cash's manager. The runner up is Dr.
Hughes: T.T.F.N.
Sun Yat-sen.
Vista: What does tliat mean?
Vista: And finally, what is the greatest word in the language.
Hughes: Ta-ta for now.
Hughes: There are seven; avacado, armadillo, demitasse, mnemonic,
yes, chartreuse, and Melissande.
Vista: What is your personal philosphy of life?
Hughes: Once upon a time, I saw a sign in a bathroom which read:
"Remember — Someone Follows You." Those four words are really the
basis for the continuation of the human race, language, liistory,
philosophy, morals, ethics, aesthetics, memory, sciertce, metaphysics,
consciousness, and being. And the same four words were said in slightly
different ways by Draco, Jesus Christ, the Oriental philosophers, and
Sea-gulls and pipers
most of tlie original hippies.
Press food-fallow beaks to the sand,
Vista: What else has shaped your philosophy of life?
And find nothing.
Hughes: The knowledge tliat most people take most things for granted.
- Sean Hughes
My sentiments are the same as George Eliot's. She once wrote, "If we
had a keen vision and feeling of all ordinary human life, it would be like
liearing tlie grass grow, and the squirrel's heart beat, and we should die
(Warning The following interview is best described u a conceited, self-indulgent,decadent
ego trip on which the editor, almost beside himself with glee, has spoken at length about
himself, his interests, and the world at large. The purpose is twofold first, to give everyone
some knowledge about the VtsUx't departing editor; second, because the editor is on a con
ceited. self-indulgent, decadent ego trip. He is ultimately responsible for everything on this
page, and will direct no blame towards any of his felloweditors >
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tic?
The Ant Man
Cometh
The ant man came
again this summer,
sprayed the garage,
the yard, and all

through the house.
Then he left. He
won't come again
until next summer.

When the ant man
arrives, everyone
has to stay outdoors
for the entire day.

My grandfather took
our pet cat to a
neighbor's backyard,
because the antspray
always makes it ill.
My brother left with
my parents, because
he has asthma. Both

my sisters stopped
painting their room,
and walked in the yard
all day, terribly bored.

I exiled myself to
the patio with The New
Yorker. Just past noon,
a beautiful butterfly.

(dizzied, I guess, by
the spray fumes), flew
right into my face.
And later, a lady-bug

walked across the page
and collapsed fatally,
victim of the vapor.
When my sisters went

upstairs, finally,they
found the new paint
discolored by the spray.
My brother wheezed for days.

Grandpa went away
to the desert. The
cat got sick anyway.
My parents couldn't eat.

Our house smelled.
The butterflies were
delirious. And we
actually paid the

Hai-Ku

ant man to wreak
all of this. And, of
course, we still have
thousands of ants.

Sean Hughes.
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SPORTS SHORTS Toreros in playoff bid
by Pat McCartney

Coach Curt Spams' tennis team cess in the future. "It looks like
finished its regular season last we'll get one of the top seeded
Friday with an 8-1 victory over
players in San Diego, John Pettus,
Southern California College. The from Mesa, which would give us
victory, however, was only a an extremely strong team next
prelude to the big time, for the year.
Torero tennis team has been in
"We're going to schedule more
vited to the NCAA college-division college-division teams, and we
playoffs in Pennsylvania.
know we're going to clean up. I
"We're trying to find funds to anticipate a better than 15-5 record
go," said Spanis, who expressed next year."
enthusiasm about his team's
Coach Spanis pointed out the
success. "Our record in college highlights of the current season.
division is 11-7, and it's been a very
successful season."
"We don't even have to go to the
regionals at Davis," Spanis said;
"we were invited to go directly to
the finals. We consider this quite
*
*
*
Two hundred and fifty young San
an honor.
The time is now, the moment ready for all the truths that somehow
Diegans
will be involved in the
"This is quite a rebuilding year
never manage to make the paper. This year, awards and commendations since the last two years we federally funded Summer Youth
should go to those individuals, who, through no effort of their own, have haven't won a single game."
Sports program to be held at the
been neglected or maligned by the Vista.
Spanis went on to discuss the University of San Diego.
The Golden-Jump-Rope-That-Somehow-Never-Came-Through Award Toreros' chances in the national
The national summer program
to John, the Kid, Howard, who came so close, yet so far.
tourney. "We have a fair chance, for youth between age 12 and 18 is
The Supercilious-Winners Trophy goes to the CW freshman volleyand we should make a good sponsored by the federal govern
tennis team who spiked and spoke their way to the bitterly contested
showing. Tennis is very strong in ment and the National Collegiate
school title. In the same vein, the Scrappy Winner Award goes to the 1969
Southern California. A team that Athletic Association (NCAA) and
Torero Baseball team who have survived long odds and poor weather and
does fair here will do great back conducted by colleges and
injuries and troubles and oposing pitchers and poor press.
East."
universities across the nation.
The overlooked-But-Not-Forgotten Trophy goes to Gus Magee, the
Leading the tennis team on court
Toreros' basketball mainstay. Gus goes on.
The USD youth sports program
are Mike McCulloch and Mike
The Patience-Patience-Patience Award should go this year to the Taylor, ranked sixth and seventh will run from June 23 to July 31,
patient tennis team who had to wait to the last issue. The golf team, singles players in San Diego announced Phil Woolpert, director
sailing team, and surfing team each earned a share in the Most-Neglected respectively. McCulloch, a fresh of athletics at the university.
Award.
man, has won 14 of 22 sets, while
The 200 boys and 50 girls will be
The Jack-Be-Nimble-Jack-Be-Quick Trophy goes to all the crackerjack
Taylor, a junior, has captured 17 of transported from various locations
jacks players of the school who never got to compete in the proposed
21.
throughout the city of San Diego
publicity followup of the jump rope championships, which was to be
Because it is a young team, and brought to the USD gym
named Son of Jump Rope.
Coach Spanis is confident of sue- nasium for the activities.
The We-AIways-Knew-They-Could-Do-It Commendation for Excellence
goes to Dan Wightman and Phil Hand for their stellar performances in
The program will be conducted
the last game of their last season of USD basketball.
Monday's
and
Thursday's,
The Evil-Omen Award goes to the unfortunate injury to Neal Schram
Woolpert said, from 9 a.m. to 2
early in the basketball season. A hiss for injuries. The Not-So-Evil-Omen
p.m. About 80 per cent of those
Award goes to the rainout of the Torero Baseballers' first game.
participating will meet the federal
The Victory-Through-Prayer letter of commendation is awarded to the
government's criterion for poverty
6725 Linda Vista Rd.
contingent of Sacred Heart nuns that showed up at the Torero basketball
level, he explained.
games. (Last year, with no nuns attending, the Toreros' record was much
Shop Here and Save
"The national program will
better, but that may not be a direct cause and effect. Coach Woolpert is
. . . (Our Business)
provide spor«r. training and
investigating.)
Food To Go
competition to the nation's youth
The 5:30-And-MyGosh-The-Printer-Is-Waiting-Award to the eternally
on an Unprecedented scale, using
late Sports Shorts.
279-1877
available expert instruction and
leadership," Woolpert stated.
Charlie Brumfield, a junior at USD, recently captured second place in
the first annual International Rackquetball Championships held in St.
Louis Brum field's second place effort came only months after he
captured the national paddleball championship.
Charlie had never played racquetball before the championships, but
the game is similar to paddleball, a game that he has played for five
years.
Brumfield lists quickness and the ability to anticipate as the strengths
needed to win in the twosports. It is surprising that a large number of the
tournament players are from San Diego, which is not widely known for
quickness and anticipaton.
Charlie, in his indefatigable manner, described the ups and downs of a
little-known sports championship. "Racqetball has a great potential for
popularity," he said, "and this year's tournament was really great."
Tagged "Broadway Brumfield" by the local sportswriters for his onand-off court monologues, Charlie figures to be a dominating figure in the
world of paddleball, the aging courts, and the select adherents of the
sport for years to come.

USD Involved

JIMMY'S

Workshop Set

A two-week workshop in
Mexican-American Culture for
those that work with and serve
Americans of Mexican descent will
be offered at the University of San
Diego Aug. 4 to 15.
Designed for teachers, social
welfare workers, ministers, city
planners, and others the workshop
was prepared in collaboration with
Americans of Mexican descent
said Sister Irene Lawrence,
workshop director.
Those participating in the
workshop may earn four units of
college credit. The fee is $150, with
some scholarships available.
The program was developed for
those who work with, live with or
serve the special community and
who feel a great need to un
derstand the culture better," Sister
Lawrence said.
Field experience in the barrios of
San Diego county was thought by
the Mexican-Americans to be the
most valid and relevant phase of
the workshop, she said. This
portion of the workshop will enable
those attending to know more of
the problems of MexicanAmerican daily life, she added.
In addition to the direct, personal
encounter with the community, the
program will offer a solid
academic base, providing a
background of Mexican culture
and history, Sister Lawrence
explained.
Sister Lawrence, chairman of
the USD College for Women
department of sociology, is in

charge of the field experience
phase of the workshop. Professor
Jannette Jensen, a member of the
sociology faculty will present the
analysis of Mexican-American
culture.

CW Junior
Heads GOP
Carol Mikesell, a junior
chemistry major at the College for
Women, was recently elected the
new president of the USD Young
Republicans at an annual election
meeting. Carold will be replacing
former president, Pat Baker, a
graduate history major at the CW.
Presently Carol is planning
summer and fall events for the
organization.
Commenting on her views of
politics she says, "I love every
minute of it! But we need more
honest politicians and a more in
terested populace. I feel we must
encourage honesty and engender
interest on the college level."
Also elected at the election
meeting were: Henry Van Wyk,
first vice-president; Donata
Luberski, second vice-president;
Linda Noel, recording secretary;
Patricia Gahagan, corresponding
secretary and Michael Renner,
treasurer.
USD's Young Republicans has a
membership of 45 students.
Recently they co-sponsored a
convention held at USD that was
attended by 400 young people.

10 A.M.-9 P.M.
ZARDI'S

1310 OLD MOBENA BLVD.

• Cocktails
• Draft Beer
Happy Hour Every Day Till 7

276-5637

•273-9315'

"Competent supervision and
desirable facilities will be provided
for many young people who are
unable to secure this important
experience through their own
means."

Oscar's Drive-In

Enco Service Station
6619 LINDA VISTA ROAD
Student Rates:

R&J
BARBER SHOP
5307 NAPA ST.

6675 Linda Vista
277-9680

6 A.M.-I A.M.

Mel's

Woolpert added, "The combining
of federal funds with collegiate
resources provides an inspiring
challenge for the educational and
athletic leaders of the nation to
perform a needed service which
they are uniquely qualified to
provide."
The program, one of three to be
conducted by San Diego colleges
and universities, will offer
track and field, basketball,
swimming, handball, volleyball,
touch football and tennis. Lunches
will also be provided during the
five-hour sports program.
Woolpert will head the program
as director, with five professional
instructors and six student in
structors. Some of the instructors
will be from the university's
Educational
Opportunity
Program, he added.
Woolpert said in announcing the
new youth program, "The
University of San Diego is happy to
be a participant in the National
Summer Youth Sports program.
"We feel athletic activity serves
as a healthy outlet for young boys
and girls and are in complete
agreement with the thinking of
those administrators in NCAA and
the federal government for
sponsoring the program as a
community service."

Mobil Service

5210 LINDA VISTA

Daily

Student Rates

6 A.M.-3 A.M.

;

Fri. & Sat.
Food Packed
Free To Go.

• 10% off on Parts
• 20% off on Labor
• 2$ off per Gal. of Gas

278-2010

MINIT MART

Clothing Conscious?
(Do You Even Care?)

In Linda Vista

O.K.

"Up the hill from U.S.D."
Sun.-Thurs. 7 A.M.-I A.M.

Come to Casual

Fri. & Sat. 7 A.M.-2 A.M.

Tops Cleaners
855 Morena Blvd.
Tux Rentals
Shoe Repair
Laundry
Clean Only

STAFF'S for Men

Liquor—Deli
Groceries—Wines

MISSION GORGE
SHOPPING CENTER

2351 ULRIC ST.

277-3832

SAN DIEGO

Hours 7-7, Sat. 7-6
297-1516

SAMPSON'S

NO IRON
SLACKS

'The doubles win over Mesa, the
number-one seeded doubles team
in San Diego was great. Taylor and
McCulloch won it. Also, our wins
over Loyola University and
University of Nevada at Las Vegas
were tremendous."
All in all, Coach Spanis ex
pressed satisfaction at the
progress the Toreros have ac
complished this season. "We've
really done well," he said, " and
we expect to do better." — PKM

PACIFIC
BEACH
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